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Femicides in Latin America
ABSTRACT. Femicide is the killing of a

SEDRICK RUIZ MARTINEZ

began a faculty-mentored
undergraduate
research
project during his senior
seminar course. It all started
with an idea that consisted of
promoting
awareness
of
gender violence in Latin
America. With Dr. Polchow's help and guidance,
Sedrick was able to develop that idea into a full-fledged
research project. It went from being an idea to being
accepted into the Research Symposium and now the
Research Journal.
Unquestionably, Sedrick knew that he wanted to
research this meaningful and truly relevant topic since
femicide is becoming a big issue in Latin America.
More importantly, he feels that it is vital to address
topics that are hard to digest. As individuals and
communities, we must be able to openly address
sexism, inequality, and gender violence to create
comprehensive solutions.
Sedrick’s favorite part of the research experience
was examining the data. He enjoyed combing through
testimonies, data reports, relevant papers, and
journals. In the future, he plans to attend graduate
school and further research Latin American culture and
social issues. The skills that developed throughout the
research process will prepare him for that goal, and
they will have a positive impact on his career.
Sedrick’s advice for students interested in
conducting research is that you must find a topic that
you enjoy. Once you have a topic that you would be
interested in researching, it's important to pursue every option. More importantly, talk to
professors in that field and get their feedback and advice; it really makes an immense difference.
He was lucky to have a great professor that guided me throughout my research project and that
was available at any given time. Lastly, research projects are immensely daunting. However,
through perseverance and determination, you can accomplish anything.
woman by a man solely on the account
of her gender. It is the ultimate form of
gender violence that includes sexual,
mental, or physical suffering. It derives
from a distorted sense of ownership,
hatred, and entitlement from men.
Femicides can stem from violent
relationships; however, they can be
targeted despite having no connection at
all to their perpetrator. It has become an
indisputable problem throughout Latin
America without an end in sight. The
purpose of this work is to introduce and
identify the underlying factors that
contribute to the occurrence of femicides
within Latin America as well as to
propose a solution. The solution consists
of developing a gender violence
preventative curriculum that will be used
as a tool to decrease femicides. The
methodology consists of analyzing
official data reports, surveys, expert
statements, and real-life testimonies in
conjunction with current news and
events such as protests and marches.
The results demonstrated that femicides
in Latin America are the product of a
sexist culture. Additionally, the findings
indicate that advocates and supporters
no longer trust the government or their
laws and demand change through social
movements that promote awareness.

S HANNON P OLCHOW

graduated with her PhD from the University of
California, Riverside. She began teaching at the University of South
Carolina Upstate in 2007 and is currently an associate professor of
Spanish. Her most recent publication, included in Mito e historia en la
televisión y el cine español, examines the use of historical fiction in
introducing undergraduates to Spanish literature of the seventeenth
century. She also has also presented on Miguel de Cervantes, early
modern Spain, and dyslexia in the world language classroom most recently
at the annual conference for the American Association of Teachers of
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Spanish and Portuguese and the Association of Hispanic Classical Theater Conference on
Golden Age Theater. However, what Dr. Polchow enjoys most is teaching. She finds working with
students to successfully develop their personal research projects as one of the most rewarding
parts of her job.

1. Introduction
Gender violence against women has become a serious issue in Latin American societies and
femicides have become the leading form of homicides. Additionally, governments refuse to take
any accountability. In 2019, countries from Latin America and the Caribbean reported that 4,640
women had been victims of femicides (Femicide or feminicide) [1]. Sisters, mothers, and
daughters are constantly disappearing without a trace. Not infrequently, their remains are the only
thing found along with a lack of culprits. However, change is nonexistent, and it becomes an
infinite cycle of violence and murder. In Latin America, a woman dies every two hours due to
gender-based violence and the daily death toll is approximately twelve women (Arroyo, 2018) [2].
Most experts in the field believe the contributing factors to be gang violence, poverty, and human
trafficking. Although relevant, they have overlooked systematic sexism within Latin American
culture. My research will focus on femicides being the product of a toxic culture along with
providing a comprehensible solution. Additionally, it will explore relevant testimonies and display
governmental negligence.

2. Machismo in Latin America
Femicides and gender violence are deeply rooted in Latin American culture. They are
anchored to negligent governments, sexism, and machismo. The reality is that governments
ignore the violence against women and completely deny it. In many cases, the victim is blamed
for her actions even after death. This creates a false notion within men that allows them to justify
their actions as they believe that there are no consequences. A recent study on men's attitudes
revealed that men want submissive women and eighty percent of men mentioned that women
must be able to keep a clean house (Garcia- Navarro, 2014) [3]. Another study composed of men
and women resulted in the majority believing that rape and violence were justified when women
dressed provocatively; even more worrying, participants believed that there would be less rape if
women just behaved properly (Kruschewsky, 2017) [4]. Those sexist ideologies pave the way for
machismo, an exaggerated sense of masculinity. Zimmerman better defined it as a “cult of male
virility, in which the ideal man is bold, intransigent, and sexually aggressive” [5].
This causes men to treat women as their property and take ownership of them. However, the
problem arises when women refuse to become submissive which leads to gender violence.
Additionally, this display of sexism and machismo across cultures is noticed by everyone including
children. It imprints gender roles from an early age and creates a repetitive vicious cycle. Oxfam,
a global movement of young people who fight against inequality notes that violence against
women and girls is seen as something normal and has become a staple in Latin American culture
because of how normalized machismo has become within the culture. It is seen, accepted, and
even celebrated in the media, schools, among friends, and even within the household. Even more
worrying, a survey amongst young adults discovered that eighty-six percent of the participants
believed that if a friend were to hit his girlfriend, their friends would not even attempt to intervene
(2018) [6]. Thus, the normalization of gender violence poses a grave danger and opens a pathway
to femicides.
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3. Law and Protest
There are laws that attempt to punish those who commit femicides, but they are rarely
enforced and completely fail. As Ziff and Raul note, laws are meaningless when governments
don't allocate the necessary resources for implementation. El Salvador criminalized femicides in
2011; however, because of police negligence and lack of investigations, only sixteen of sixty-three
cases were solved after the first sixteen months (2018) [7]. In 2007, Mexico passed the General
Law of Access for Women to a Life Free of Violence. It consisted of providing a better and safer
quality of life for women by punishing femicides and gender violence in an attempt to decrease
death rates. However, 1,221 women were murdered between 2007 and 2008 and this was only
in thirteen states (Femicide and Impunity in Mexico: A context of structural and generalized
violence) [8]. This is a recurring event across all Latin America, and it demonstrates that enacted
laws are not enough.
Consequently, women and supporters have lost all hope as there has been no change. This
has led to an increase in protests and marches. Protests have been one of the best ways to raise
awareness against gender violence and femicides. Yearly, women and supporters march across
Mexico City to demand a stop to femicides, and it's known as the International Day for the
Elimination of Violence Against Women. Straitstimes reported that last year, protesters grew
furious as the security minister declared yet another violence alert. They were tired of seeing a
lack of action as Mexico has declared 32 gender violence alerts since 2007. The protesters
demanded change since having a gender violence alert served no real purpose since women did
not feel safer and the femicide rates were steadily increasing (2019) [9]. The reality is that protests
only serve as a form of awareness and provide no real solutions.
Laws and protests are only false hope to women as nothing has changed. In 2019, Mexico
had a ten percent increase in femicides which translated to increasing the daily death toll from
seven to ten, resulting in 1006 yearly incidents (Semple and Villegas, 2020) [10]. In 2018,
Guatemala reported a yearly total of 307 femicides and 9,924 sexual crimes between January
and November (Annual Report- Chapter V Guatemala, 2018) [11]. In Honduras, 5,837 women
were reported murdered between 2002 and 2017; however, only thirty-three were reported as
femicides (Human Rights Council Working Group on the issue of discrimination against women
in law and practice, 2018) [12]. All the figures continue to increase and show no improvement.
This demonstrates that women are dying waiting for a change that is nowhere in sight.

4. More Than Just a Figure
Femicides and gender-violence are an undisputable fact; however, only estimates of the
number of cases and victims are reported. Concrete figures cannot be obtained because victims
are too afraid to report the abuse or the government refuses to label the crime as femicide.
However, the fact remains the same, women are mutilated, raped, drugged, abused, trafficked,
and killed daily. The reality is that they're more than just a statistic; they are a sister, mother,
daughter, and friend.
Ingrid Escamilla was a very bright individual residing in Mexico City. At twenty-five years old
she was a loving daughter and had an established career in tourism business administration. Her
family and friends adored her immensely. Ingrid appeared to have a great relationship with her
partner. However, everything changed in a matter of seconds. According to Somos, Ingrid and
her partner were arguing over his drinking problem and throughout the argument, he stabbed her
to death. In a gruesome turn of events, he attempted to get rid of the evidence by skinning and
disemboweling Ingrid's body. In the end, he was arrested at the scene with blood all over his skin
and clothes (2020) [13].
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The media circulated her story throughout all platforms across Mexico and Latin America.
Ingrid quickly became the poster child of gender violence and femicides. Many advocacy groups
against femicides quickly started to gather to raise awareness and to plan a protest. However,
the most shocking moment came from Mexico’s president. Adame reports that the Mexican
President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador was having a daily press conference to address a
national raffle. When he was meet with questions regarding the femicide of Ingrid he stated that
femicides were being manipulated and that the media was lying. The President of Mexico also
said that he didn't want femicides to take over the press conference and overshadow the raffle
(2020) [14].
Naturally, his statements were heavily criticized, and many advocacy groups and citizens
called for an apology. However, the damage was already done, and his statement only served as
fuel to the never-ending cycle of violence and murder. Further demonstrating the disregard of
femicides within the government. Officially, this horrendous crime was never addressed by the
Mexican government and it was ignored by the president of Mexico even though it got worldwide
media coverage. This can also be seen as normalizing and desensitizing from the occurrence of
femicides since it was quickly dismissed, and the president prioritized the raffle. The harsh reality
is that women of any age and background are targeted by their partners and even strangers.
Ingrid suffered the fate that is becoming a reality for many women in Latin America as femicides
remain prominent.

5. Schools and Communities
There is a solution to stop femicides; however, it will not be conceived overnight, and it will
take time and effort. The key lies in knowledge and adequate teaching as the road to travel must
be paved by education and educators. Currently, protests and allies have brought gender violence
and femicides into the limelight. These groups have been instrumental in creating awareness of
femicides nationwide. However, they are still not enough and protest only serve as a temporary
stop. The cycle of violence continues, and the women of Latin America live in constant fear. To
stop this, community, government, school, and organization leaders must collectively meet
without pointing fingers and create a preventative learning curriculum.
A curriculum that identifies, analyzes, and brings awareness to gender violence and
denounces sexism must be developed with women empowerment in mind. For this to work,
educators need to analyze, identify, assimilate, and reflect on what it means for a woman to go
through such traumatic experiences. This can be done collectively, and with the aid of the reallife victim, or family testimonies; the key is to be sensitive and to learn from those experiences.
As Fatuma notes, education is vital when it comes to empowering girls and as educators, it's
important to lead by example. Educators must serve as role models and spearhead the
empowerment of girls against abuse and sexual harassment. It's also important for teachers to
possess self-reflexibility skills to analyze and assimilate what it means for girls to go through such
experiences. Once educators can become learner-centered educators that prioritize gender
sensitivity; then, male students can develop gender sensitivity, and become caring, non-violent
men (2007) [15].
Once this has been accomplished; it will be easier for educators to develop a curriculum with
a focus on identifying and preventing gender violence while empowering women. The curriculum
can be developed through feminist action research. As Abraham and Purkayastha note, feminist
action-oriented research is extremely impactful and has transformative intentions. More
importantly, it can challenge patriarchy, systems of oppression, and power structures while aiding
and empowering individuals and communities (2012) [16]. This social justice pedagogy can
enable the creation of a meaningful curriculum. After researching, the feminist conceptualizations
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and methodologies can be applied to certain classroom areas and even within the community to
create an impactful positive change. However, the change must first begin in the classroom and
expand out into the community. Additionally, the curriculum itself can also include adequate
guidelines to further decrease sexism and gender violence. For example, the guidelines can
consist of the inclusion of both genders in all educational processes or stages, zero tolerance of
gender stereotyping or bullying, and it can also integrate various gender perspectives. This
cultural change will eventually break the cycle of machismo as children will learn from an early
age of its dangers and learn how to disassociate themselves from such concepts; thus, halting
femicides and reducing gender violence.

6. Conclusion
Femicides in Latin America are exponentially increasing and there is no end to the wave of
violence against women. The negligent government keeps on blaming women and refuses to
incarcerate their perpetrators. This is due to a sexist culture that harbors machismo creating a
never-ending cycle of violence and death. There are laws in place to protect women, but they are
rarely enforced. All those frustrating factors have caused women and their supporters to seek out
social justice. However, protesting only seems to promote the awareness of femicides and does
not create any legal changes within the government.
Latin America rides on the wheels of a toxic, sexist, and abusive culture; it's in constant turmoil
and disorder. Communities, governments, schools, and protest leaders must band together to
stop the wheels set in motion by their ancestors. However, stopping them will not suffice, they
must break the wheels to truly create a unified Latin America. The reality is that the world cannot
be left incomplete disarray; it must be left in a better state than when it was found. After all, there
are more than 650,526,730 reasons why Latin America must change (Population of Latin America
and the Caribbean 2019) [17].
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